
dEVelop your own EV program
dEVelop Your Own EV Program is a comprehensive toolkit that provides best practices 
and operational guidance for municipalities, utilities and other organizations to easily 
stand up their own EV programs. This toolkit has multiple modules that organizations 
can choose from in order to create their own playbook to meet their specific goals and 

needs. Modules include guides, templates, samples, resources, and operational 
content, and can be purchased as a package or individually. 

To supplement dEVelop, ENE also offers EV charging infrastructure and fleet 
electrification advisory services, municipal EV survey development, and a variety of 
specialized project and consulting services. In addition, the program centric 
dEVelop.ene.org website can be replicated, configured and white labeled for your 
organization. Let us help you get started today!

https://develop.ene.org/


DEVELOP YOUR OWN EV PROGRAM

Modules & Services
Provide your organization with the resources and operational tools needed to:

1.0 Education & Support
Lead drivers along their EV journey. Includes
resources and guides to stand up and
manage a community-based EV program.

2.0 Marketing Strategies
Successfully raise awareness regarding EVs,
charging and incentives. Create engaging
content and utilize effective channels.

3.0 Program Incentives
Increase EV adoption and shave peak 
power use. Includes guides for incentive 
design and scheduling charging.

4.0 Dealer Engagement
Engage and inform sales staff on EVs. Includes 
education, training, and assessment materials.

5.0 EV Ambassador
Connect prospective EV drivers with local EV 
Ambassadors. Includes best practices and 
resources for your community.

6.0 EVent Management
Facilitate successful community EVents.
Includes best practices and templates for
vehicle display and test drives EVents.

7.0 Charging Infrastructure
A guide to owning and operating EV
charging infrastructure. Includes resource
directory and sample easement deed.

8.0 Workplace EV Education
Raise employees awareness of EVs and
workplace charging. Includes educational
materials and corporate best practices.

9.0 Fleet Electrification
Effectively and efficiently electrify your fleets,
easily adjusting your workforce and
workplace to new routines and tech.

10.0 Advisory Services
Support organizations with their vehicle
electrification strategy, goals and project
implementation.
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1.0 Education and Support

3AN INFORMED CONSUMER’S GUIDE TO ELECTRIC CARS

Introduction
Getting behind the wheel of a plug-in electric 
vehicle and experiencing the control, handling and 
acceleration first hand is an experience that most 

drivers find very compelling. The growing variety of 
plug-in vehicle choices means that there is now an 
electric vehicle that fits nearly every driver’s lifestyle 

and transportation requirements. Therefore, drivers 
are more apt to find an electric vehicle that meets 

their functional and emotional needs. When drivers 
get better informed of the longer-term personal and 
financial benefits of EV ownership, polling shows few 

want to go back to driving a gasoline only vehicle.

In this guide, we’ll start by introducing you to the 
important basics about electric cars and charging that 
every consumer should know. Then we’ll unpack the 
many benefits of electric vehicles and why they make 

sense. This includes not only benefits to the individual 

EV driver household, but also to everyone – in all, 
a basket of benefits that more EVs on the road will 
provide. Next, we’ll answer common questions and 
concerns that the public has expressed interest in 
when it comes to comparing plug-in electrics to the 
legacy fueled vehicle they drive now.

Finally, we’ll provide some additional resources to 
connect and learn more about local incentives,  
electric vehicle events, and the growing community 
of EV drivers. 

We hope you find this guide to be both 

comprehensive as well as easy to reference – 

EVerything you EVer want to 
know about EVs! 

Which of the following is a plug-in electric vehicle (EV)?

You’d be correct if you said... All of the above!

Now there’s an electric choice to match nearly any lifestyle, including yours! 
Find out more at ev.ene.org
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GUIDE TO ELECTRIC CARS: 
The Benefits of and Facts about  
Electric Vehicles (EVs)

CONSERVE

Education is the critical starting point to any Electric Vehicle program. 
Even though we’ve had electric vehicles on the road since the dawn of the 
automobile, the most recent generation of EVs are still considered relatively 
new technology. AAA’s 2019 annual survey found that while consumer 
interest in EVs remains steady, Americans on average do not have a solid 
understanding of electric vehicles, which may be giving them pause when 
it comes to considering going electric for their next purchase. In another 
survey, 53% of did not know that an electric car can be charged from a 
household electrical receptacle. As with any new technology, consumers 
can be misinformed about its features and benefits, needing reassurance 
and answers to a potentially long list of questions. 

This toolkit is designed to provide your organization with the tools to 
educate your customers and provide them with the support they will 
want to feel comfortable getting their first EV. It provides the resources 
to answer the most common EV related questions, develop your own 
EV awareness resources, manage a Customer Relationship Management 

1.1 Introduction 

SAMPLE CONTENT:
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2.0 Marketing Strategies

2.2 Marketing Plan 
Since an effective EV program marketing effort is  
multi-pronged, developing an annual Marketing Plan 
will help to deliver the program marketing in a strategic 
way. A Marketing Plan will identify relevant stakeholders, 
set goals, identify marketing channels, and develop a 
calendar of activities and campaigns. Included with this 
toolkit is a template for a Marketing Plan. 

5ENE dEVelop your own EV program  |  ENE-dEVelop-Marketing Plan

II. Marketing Program Goals and Results
a. Marketing Program Goals

• Build long term general awareness of EVs and program offerings
• Grow market share of electric vehicles being charged in town
• Target new customers with effective materials and messaging
• Ensure residents are informed on dealerships and other 3rd party EV services
• Enhance customer relationships through education and engagement

b. Competitive Advantage

• Utility brings proven expertise in electric vehicle technology and consumer outreach
• A strategic and diversified mix of marketing strategies will be used to increase reach.
• Utility will use professional marketing design services to ensure superior quality materials.
• Marketing & outreach will be re-enforced by dedicated email and phone support services
• Utility will leverage its various partners for more effective marketing distribution
• Local and geotargeted advertising will ensure maximum value of advertising dollars spent

c. Positioning Statement

• All campaign market materials will use clear messaging to define one or more the core benefits 

of electric vehicles and off peak-charging to consumers: Savings, Enjoyment, Technology, and 
Reliability. Supplementary messages including energy savings benefits and environmental 
stewardship may also be included in certain campaign materials per approval. 

d. Anticipated Results

• Tracking of in-person and online engagements and interactions
• Volume of emails and calls to the EV Specialist support function
• Resident leads to follow-up on interests in vehicles, charging, and programs information
• Increased number of EVs purchased or leased by residents

Save Time & Money. 
Drive the Best. Drive the Future.

MARKETING PLAN 2020

Program Name
PROGRAM 

LOGO

SAMPLE CONTENT:
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3.0 Program Incentives

As adoption of electric vehicles steadily increases, so does the projected consumer-based use of electricity. 
Increases in energy demand could put significant strain on electricity providers, especially during already high 
energy consumption times (known as peak hours), requiring additional facilities and infrastructure upgrades. This 
can be costly and unnecessary, and can be prevented by ensuring electric vehicles charge when hours of excess 
electricity supply (known as off-peak hours) exist, usually in late evening or night. 

Off-peak charging programs help manage the transition to widespread electric vehicle adoption in a smart, 
sustainable, and cost-effective manner while decreasing dependence on imported fossil fuels and increasing 
national energy independence. 

Optimized EV Charging has many benefits:

• Enables better grid management

• Saves both consumers and utilities money

• Reduces GHG and pollution impacts

• Lowers the total cost to procure power

• Increases load factors leading to lower transmission and distribution cost

Factors that will determine the right program design and incentive levels include the current level of EV

penetration in the region and whether the utility has AMI data capabilities. If the utility has a low percentage 
of EVs in the service territory then they may not have an immediate need to control charging, but can monitor 
charging activity. The next step would be to analyze AMI data to determine when program participants are 
charging without incentives, determining when it is appropriate to institute a pr
shift char , when there is a volume of EVs that have the potential to affect peak load, and 
perhaps even create excessive load on circuits, the utility will want to actively manage charging. 

The charging windows by the utility would be outside of any summer system peaks where capacity supply 
obligation requirements for loads would be determined. Additionally, the windows should avoid 
monthly local transmission peaks used for setting Regional Network Service (RNS) rates.

Example of future load curve with 
management charging:
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Example of future load curve with 
unmanaged charging:
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4.0 Dealer Engagement

4.3 Dealership training program materials

Dealership EV Training Presentation
When engaging dealerships, another valuable service to offer dealers is a training session to their sales staff. 
Utilizing trained EV Specialists, your utility can provide local dealers a “lunch and learn” presentation utilizing a 
Dealership EV Training Presentation. This is a great tool to help educate a dealer’s sales staff on EVs, and ensure 
when you send qualified leads their way, the dealer’s sales representatives can readily receive your customers and 

sell them the EV models they’re looking for. 

SAMPLE CONTENT:
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5.0 EV Ambassador

Prospective electric car adopters want to be able to easily see, test drive, and ask questions about the vehicles 
they are interested in. Traditionally this could only be done either at a car dealership or at a limited number of EV 
Ride & Drive events. In addition, dealer-based experiences are often constrained by lack of inventory of plug-in 
electric models, dealership staff’s varying knowledge and/or lack of enthusiasm for electric vehicles.

An EV Ambassador program connects prospective new electric car customers with local, pre-screened 
knowledgeable and helpful electric car drivers right in their community so that they can better experience what 
it is like to own an EV. An enthusiastic local EV owner acting as an EV Ambassador then communicates and/
or meets with the EV interested customer to answer questions about the EV model of interest in a relaxed, no 
sales-pressure environment. The timing and scheduling of the conversation or meeting with the EV Ambassador is 
coordinated by an EV Specialist through the utility’s EV program services.  

WHAT IS THE EV AMBASSADOR’S ROLE? 

The EV Ambassador’s role is to answer questions 
about the car that the prospective new EV owner is 
testing, and about the general experience of owning 
and driving an EV. The EV Ambassador may provide 
their own vehicle for test use (requires additional 
documentation) if this is allowed with the terms of the 
Ambassador program, or may meet the prospective 
owner at a local auto dealer to test drive together.

Enthusiastic electric car drivers who live in the 
municipal utility service area and are interested in 
becoming an EV Ambassador should email {support 
email} with information about the town they live in 
and what electric vehicle they drive. Prospective 
EV Ambassadors then are required to complete 
a standard online training course and pass an EV 

e 
then registered and receive a program manual of 

standard EV reference materials. Providing trained 
Ambassadors with a certificate of completion is an 

excellent way to officially recognize their participation. 
Included with this toolkit is a template for an EV 
Ambassador Certificate of Completion. 

5.1 What is an EV Ambassador Program?

SAMPLE CONTENT:
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6.0 EVent Management

This EVents module will provide you with the knowledge and tools to sponsor and administer successful tabling, 
EV display and ride and drive EVents. There are several reasons why a utility would want to host these types of 
events. The most obvious is they are successful in promoting vehicle adoption. And, as the widespread adoption 
of electric vehicles grows, the relationship between customer and their utilities expands. As an electric service 
provider, the utility will replace the customers ‘fueling station’ for their transportation needs. This is a great 
opportunity to expand the utilities role as a ‘trusted advisor.’ In addition, it is an opportunity to promote all EV 
rebate or charge management programs. 

EVents are also a great opportunity to engage and include other local advocacy groups, the community and the 
local government. Here is a list of EVents for promoting and educating your customer base on EVs:

• Ride and Drives for EVs

• Electric Car Showcase EVents in conjunction with
other local events

• Table EVents at local activities (farmer’s markets,
town days, earth day events, school sports events)

• Electric Car Showcase at local malls

• Participation in local parades

• Participation at utility events, such as ‘Public Power
Week’

It is important for utilities to establish clear goals 
when planning each event. Careful consideration 
should be given to what kinds of events to sponsor to 
best obtain the outcomes you are looking to achieve. 
EVents can require a great deal of resources and 
planning, so it is best to incorporate EVent planning 
into the annual marketing plan and determine how 
many events per year, the length and timing of each event, and who or if to partner with another organization. 

This module provides the resources to plan and organizing your EVents. Included with this module is an EVent 

guide template that can be customized and sent to all participants in advance of an EVent and provided 
on location.

6.1 Introduction to EVent management 
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Test Drive Spots for Each Vehicle Brand 
 

While on a test drive, here are things that
you might notice!

Immediate throttle response – no
need to wait for downshifting,
RPMs, or a turbo
No jerking or shifting while
accelerating
A quiet cabin
Lack of vibration
Braking with power regeneration,
rather than energy wasted in braking

Display Vehicles 
 

Building 
 

 Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) | Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) 

    All-electric        Plug-In Hybrid/Range-Extended EV 
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7.0 Charging 
Infrastructure

7.2 Best Practices 

Site Assessment and Installation
A utility should explore installing, owning, and operating charging stations on commercial property (multi-
dwelling unit, employer, or other commercial site) subject to the following conditions:

• The charging station can be located near a point at which the utility delivers electricity to the property. This
minimizes any trenching and electrical conduit installation costs.

• The site owner must provide the utility with an easement for the area from the delivery point to the charging
station location. Easements can be conveyed from one individual to another by a written legal contract, and for
a municipal entity this is also as a Right of Way. Included with
this toolkit module is a template for a Deed Granting Utility
Easement.

• At a minimum, the utility should establish that the site meets
the requirements for any state grant funding for commercial
charging sites. This is to help reduce the likelihood that the
infrastructure become a stranded asset that is rarely used. For
example, workplace charging grants typically required that
there be at least 15 full-time employees working at the site. For
multi-unit dwellings, the requirement is typically 10 or more
residential units at the location.

• For similar reasons, a utility should consider requiring that a
documented number of EV drivers already exist, or are likely to
exist in the near future. As an alternative, the utility could offer
cost sharing with the site owner. A refundable deposit, based
on the required number of EV drivers, would then be refunded
when the site meets the previously agreed upon number of EV
drivers.

• If the site owner desires to install additional charging in the
future, the utility should first conduct an assessment of EV driver

demand, installation costs, and any additional impacts.

DEED GRANTING UTILITY EASEMENT 

This Deed Granting Utility Easement (the “Agreement”) is made and effective on [DATE]_____________. 

BETWEEN: ______________________ [COMPANY NAME] (the “Grantor”), a corporation organized and 

existing under the laws of _______________,_____, [CITY/STATE] with its head office located 

at: 

[YOUR COMPLETE ADDRESS] 

AND: ______________________ [GRANTEE NAME] (the “Grantee”), a corporation organized and 

existing under the laws of _______________,_____, [CITY/STATE] with its head office located 

at: 

[YOUR COMPLETE ADDRESS] 

TERMS 

1. The Grantor is the owner of the property located at _________________________, “DELINEATED ON

EXHIBIT A”.  The Grantee is a utility company intent on providing electric vehicle(“EV”) charging

facilities to the public.

2. The Grantee is desirous of acquiring a permanent utility easement on said owned property in order to

install an EV charging station.  The exact location of the utility easement is indicated on Exhibit A as “EV

Charger Utility Easement”.

3. In consideration of ___________[AMOUNT OR OTHER CONSIDERATION] paid by the Grantee to the

Grantor, the Grantor grants to the Grantee full and free right and authority to install and electrically

connect an EV charging station along with appropriate access to service and maintain said EV station.

This will include digging, trenching and running electrical conduit to allow connection of the EV

charging station to the main electrical grid. It will also include installing appropriate signage and

parking restrictions for ____dedicated parking spaces to allow access for charging electric vehicles.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the date first above written. 

GRANTOR GRANTEE 

____________________________________  ____________________________________________ 

Authorized Signature  Authorized Signature 

_____________________________________ ______________________________________________ 

Print Name and Title  Print Name and Title  

S
A
M
P
L
E

*This is a sample contract. Have your Legal Department review contract language.

SAMPLE CONTENT:
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8.0 Workplace EV Education

ELECTRIC VEHICLE WORKPLACE 
CHARGING POLICY 

I. INTRODUCTION/PURPOSE

The purpose of this policy is to promote and assist employees with the ability to plug in and charge 

their Electric Vehicles at their workplace. Workplace charging can benefit employees by extending 

Plug-in Electric Vehicle range and helping employees green their commutes. It also demonstrates our 

organization’s environmental leadership to employees and visitors, and enhances the company’s brand 

as socially and environmentally responsible. In addition, it helps the country to meet greenhouse gas 

and criteria pollutant emissions reduction goals, and supports the use of domestic fuel. Finally, offering 

Introduction
With adoption of electric vehicles growing, many companies will want to offer workplace charging as a benefit 

to employees, and/or to manage their own EV fleets. It would benefit utilities to work with their commercial 
customers to sponsor workplace charging education and awareness programs as well as assist them with installing 
and managing workplace charging infrastructure. Utility and workplace partnerships allow the utility to work with 
the customer to develop best practices and ultimately influence their workplace charging policies to ensure that 
commercial charging is not adding to the utility peak load. 

There are three components to a utility sponsored Workplace Charging Program:

• Incentives and policies for workplace charging infrastructure 

• Education and Awareness Program

• Fleet Electrification Transition Support

Having a program in place to proactively engage customers is important to successfully collaborate with 
commercial entities as they look to electrify their fleets and provide workplace charging for their employees. 

8.1 Utility Sponsored Electric Vehicle 
Workplace Programs 

SAMPLE CONTENT:
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9.0 Fleet Electrification
Effectively and efficiently electrify your fleets, easily adjusting 
your workforce and workplace to new routines and tech.

DEVELOP YOUR OWN EV PROGRAM

10.0 Advisory Services
Support organizations with their vehicle electrification 
strategy, goals and project implementation.

Case studies available at 
ene.org/develop-program

Want to learn more about dEVeloping your own 
Municipal EV Survey?

ENE can provide customers consulting services including:
EV Charging Infrastructure strategy and planning
EV Education, support and staff training services
Outreach and Marketing, including collateral and EV surveys
Special projects advisory support for any organization.

Services for Fleet Analysis & Assessment
Cost savings (Total Cost of Ownership) and emissions savings analysis 
Specific vehicle recommendations and state of the market review 
Charging infrastructure needs assessment and recommendations 
Funding and grant opportunities for vehicles and infrastructure
Next steps for pilot implementation, training and operations management

Contact us to learn more about getting your personalized 
Fleet Electrification analysis and recommendations report.
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Contact Us
PHONE

1- 833-443-8363
EMAIL

develop@ene.org

5 Hampshire St, Suite 100 
Mansfield, MA  02048
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